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Understanding the Properties,
Wear, and Role of Each

 Type of Mask or Face Covering

We have all been thrown into an unknown world of personal protection equipment out of necessity. One of the most

popular and widely used items is a mask or face covering. The CDC suggests wearing a mask whenever you go in

public in conjunction with staying a distance of 6 feet away from others to reduce the spread of COVID-19. But, how

do you know what type of mask is the best for you? What are the di�erences between them? And, are there things

to keep in mind when wearing them? We will cover all the basics here for you!

Why Should I Wear A Mask/Face Covering?

In short, your mask or face covering may protect those around you. Theirs may protect you. Since not everyone who

catches COVID-19 is symptomatic, it is possible that they may spread COVID-19 to others without even knowing.

Wearing mask or face covering will ensure that you do not spread it to others if you have it. Masks provide an extra

layer of protection for everyone.

What is Considered Public?
Do I Need to Wear it When I Am Outside?

When considering whether you need to wear a mask, consider the 3 C's. Is it a closed atmosphere (inside a store, a

home, doctors o�ce, etc.)? Is there a crowd (will I be able to maintain enough distance from others)? Will I come in

contact with surfaces that others may have touched the at not sanitized? If the answer is yes to any of these

questions, it is best to wear a mask. A risk assessment of the concept of dose is vital, which is the exposure level,

time, and frequency of your contact with possible droplets. Overall, if you are outside alone exercising and you can

maintain 6 feet from others, there is no need to wear a mask. But, if you are attending an outside event where you

cannot ensure you are able to maintain 6 feet, a mask is warranted.

Who Should Not Use Masks/Face Coverings?
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Children under the age of 2 or anyone that has trouble breathing (due to illness or otherwise) or is unable to remove

the mask without assistance should not wear them.

 What Types of Masks/Face Coverings Are There and Which
One Should I Use?

Here are the 3 basic types of masks you will see most commonly and a bit about their use.

N95 Respirator

designed speci�cally for healthcare workers who provide care

to those that have COVID-19 and areas where aerosol

generating procedures are undertaken

e�cient �ltration of airborne particles and droplets (approx.

95%)

�tted to healthcare workers to ensure they are wearing correct

size and it is tightly �tted (it is vital for mask e�ectiveness)

should ONLY be worn by healthcare workers and not by general

public

N95 masks with one-way valves protect the wearer, but not

those around them

the KN95 is the Chinese comparable standard

Medical or Surgical Mask

made of a minimum of 3 layers of synthetic non-woven

materials with �ltration layers in the middle

Available in various thicknesses

more loosely �tted than N95 mask

 reduce respiratory droplets from the wearer to others and also

prevent transmission of the virus from others

actual particle �ltration changes based on number of layers

and whether it is medical or general use grade

dispose of when it no longer �ts properly or is soiled/dirty

typically should be reserved for medical professionals

these same style masks are available as non-medical grade

and have been widely used during the pandemic

Cloth Face Covering

acts as a barrier to prevent the spread of COVID-19

can be purchased commercially or homemade

o�ered in several styles from ear loops, tie backs, and neck

gaiters

 can be made of various cloth materials (cotton, poly, blends,

double knit, etc.) and can be varying layers

some fabrics used even o�er cooling properties

actual particle �ltration changes based on type of material

used and number of layers

some versions have �lters that embed in between layers for

extra protection
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do not use masks with built in one-way valves as they only

protect you, not those around you

washable and reusable

typically worn by general public

Any Advice for Removal and Washing/Sanitizing?

For reusable cloth coverings, handle the covering by the ear loops or ties only to avoid possible contact with the

virus. Do not touch the fabric portion that covers your mouth and nose. Be careful not to touch your eyes, nose, or

mouth when removing and make sure to wash your hands immediately after removal. Fold the outside corners

together and place in the washing machine. You can wash with other laundry, use regular detergent, and use the

warmest water setting depending on the cloth type used (you can also wash by hand). Dry on the highest dryer heat

setting until completely dry or air dry in direct sunlight, if possible. Do not use sanitizing wipes on your mask. They

can break down the �bers and materials, making them less protective. UV lights are also sometimes used for

sanitization, however, note that studies show that there is a connection between the amount of �uens and the time

it is exposed in order to ensure it is sanitized properly.

How Do I Wear Them Properly?

Make sure it is over both your nose and mouth and secured under your chin.

Try to �t it as snugly as possible to the sides of your face, ensuring that you are still easily able to breathe.

Make sure to keep the mask/face coverings on your face at all times when you are in public. There is no

need to wear it inside your car.

Do not put the covering around your neck or up on your forehead.

Do not touch the covering, and if you do, make sure to wash or sanitize your hands immediately.
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Source: World Health Organization (www.who.int)

 And remember, wearing a mask is only part of the solution to slow the spread of COVID-19. Make sure you are using

masks in conjunction with social distancing, avoidance of touching eyes, nose, or mouth and hand

washing/sanitizing, as well as cleaning/disinfecting surfaces, covering coughs and sneezes, and monitoring your own

health for symptoms.

 Article References: CDC and WHO

Why We Do What We Do

I don't easily give my stamp of

approval and recommend

vendors/partners, but you make it

Homemade Masks

The Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative

Medicine conducted a test of homemade or DIY

masks and found that the best performing

construction was made with two layers of high-

quality heavyweight quilters cotton with a
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easy. Appreciate all you've done

for our team!

Rave Review from

Lindsay Williams,

Sr. Director, Communications

AccentCare

thread count of 180 or more, as well as fabrics

with a tight weave and thicker thread counts.

Masks with a simple cotton outer layer and an

inner layer of �annel also performed well.

 Source: https://newsroom.wakehealth.edu/News-Releases/2020/04/Testing-Shows-

Type-of-Cloth-Used-in-Homemade-Masks-Makes-a-Di�erence

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.
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